The aim of this study was to assess the association between pulmonary vessel-related structures and cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis (CFA) in a drug trial in a Chinese population using derived computed tomography (dCT) to evaluate functional reduction and survival.
Background
Cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis (CFA), which is a critical condition of assembling of activated fibroblasts within the lung-parenchyma, displays a dubious disease track, but with increasing prevalence [1, 2] and it also leads to a sharp decrease in median patient survival, to less than 5 years [3] [4] [5] . However, reduced forced vital capacity (FVCl) is found to be the primary measure of results in CFA during a drug trial [6, 7] , as well as being reported to affect survival in several CFA cohorts [8, 9] .
A weak forecasting at baseline in CFA is important to lead the timely referral for lung transplantation and this information can be collected by characterization of indicators that are strongly associated with later stages of CFA [10] . In actual sense, cohort enhancement strategies used in CFA drug trail settings can decrease the sample sizes, and reduction in the restrictive costs with respect to the clinical trials can be achieved [11] by forecasting the patients prone to experience increased clinical events [12] .
Recently, it has been observed that advanced computer algorithms-based CT analyses can better forecast survival from various fibrosing lung diseases in comparison to visual CT scores [13] [14] [15] . However, survival of CFA patients is strongly associated with quantification of pulmonary vessel-related structures (PVS) [15] . Still, forecasting of survival in CFA is unexplored across multicenter patient cohorts, and also with moderately affected patients through utilizing the quantification of PVS. The value of using of dCT imaging as a cohort enhancement device in CFA is also unclear.
Based on the above evidence, we designed this study to assess the association between PVS and CFA using derived computed tomography (dCT). During this process, we forecasted mortality using various function tests and visual and dCT scoring in CFA patients at various severity levels through a discovery cohort. A separate validation cohort for CFA was also examined. We also analysed whether specific variables of dCT, specifically PVS scores, were responsible for enhancement in CFA drug trail populations.
Material and Methods

Subjects
A multidisciplinary team of doctors diagnosed all the research subjects and collected non-contrast volumetric CT scanning reports. In the discovery cohort, all successive CFA patients who presented to our hospital between February 2008 and July 2012 were enrolled. However, for the validation cohort, all CFA patients presenting to our hospital between August 2012 and January 2015 were merged afterwards.
Pulmonary function test
As per established protocol [16] , the cases in which pulmonary function examinations were executed within 3 months of the respective CT scan were chosen for analysis. According to Wells et al. [17] , composite physiologic index (CPI) was calculated after assessment of various parameters viz. forced expiratory volume in one second, forced vital capacity and single breath carbon monoxide diffusing capacity corrected for hemoglobin concentration (DLco). Following the same work, plethysmographic lung volumes, spirometry, and diffusion capacity for carbon monoxide were also assessed. Additionally, gender-age-physiology (GAP) score and GAP index were calculated for both cohorts as per a previous report [18] .
CT protocol
We used a 64-slice/256-slice/4-slice multiple-detector CT scanner purchased from Somatom Sensation 64 (Germany), Phillips (USA), and Siemens Volume Zoom (Germany) for CT scans followed by rebuilding of all images using B70 kernel purchased from Siemens (Germany) for high spatial frequency. We followed a previous report [19] for the purpose of visual CT scoring through percentage lobar basis by estimating the extent of total interstitial lung disease. We categorized the result of traction bronchiectasis as "severity" and "extent" scores. The first one was labelled as: none, mild, moderate, severe having respective points of 0, 1, 2, and 3 in a 19-point scale (score range=0-18) by taking the average of the extent of dilatation throughout the lobe and degree of airway dilatation within areas of fibrosis. The second one was labeled by summing up the numbers of segments of the lung (to a maximum of 3 segments per lobe) containing traction bronchiectasis and showing it on a 17-point scale (score range=0-16).
dCT evaluation
As per previous a report, we processed the data [20] using an augmented algorithm (Siemens B70) after applying a median filter. For this purpose, we used 3×3×3 voxel volume units. The lungs segmentation was then performed from the surrounding thoracic into the upper, middle, and lower areas of the lung using the carina as a reference point [21] . On the other hand, the airway was segmented with the help of continual 3D region growing, and related constituent analysis. Furthermore, for 15×15×15 voxel volume units, categorization based upon parenchymal tissue was applied on the basis of texture analysis, 3D morphology, and volumetric histogram signature mapping. On the basis of Eigen values of the Hessian matrix, an optimised multi-scale augmentation filter was used for the extraction of the pulmonary vessel. Subsequently, the second-order derivatives were also calculated in the sectors of each pulmonary voxel and then included in the Hessian matrix.
Computation of this matrix leads to the probability of connection of an underlying voxel with a dense tubular structure; thus, vessel or vessel-related tubular structure representation was achieved [22] . After exclusion of vessels at the lung hilum, our pulmonary PVS score (dCT PVS) was expressed as a percentage of entire lung volume.
Evaluation-CT pattern
The scoring of CT variables was noted down visually and by dCT up to reticular pattern, honeycombing, and ground-glass opacification. The summation of the first 2 extents is represented as fibrosing extent, while the summation of all the 3 extents is termed as interstitial lung disease. However, in visual scores, quantification of traction bronchiectasis and severity extent cannot be excluded. dCT also quantified pulmonary PVS score (described above). dCT PVS scores were further subdivided as per the details of cross-sectional area and region of the structures and then showed as a percentage value of the 3 dCTzonal volumes.
Statistical analysis
A total of 26 forecasters were used to study the desired asso- We considered death and longitudinal FVC trajectories to measure the clinical results. As per a previous report [23] , we corrected the cut-off for statistical significance after comparing the forecaster variables. For this purpose, firstly, we plotted -log 10 p values of each variable of 2 cohort sets on the x-and y-axes, respectively. Thus, we estimated the effective number of Eigen value-derived autonomous tests and then adjusted the significance by dividing it by 0.05.
Longitudinal analysis
Repeated function tests were performed longitudinally on the 2 cohorts. In each follow-up, the percentage FVC[=100×(FVC value/baseline FVC value)] was calculated and called the target variable. Baseline FVC value, sex, age at CT image, smoking status (ever vs. never), and interactions between time and sex were confounders. For this analysis lmer function from the R package lme4 was used [24] , while the -log 10 p values of the forecaster-by-time interaction were also presented for both cohort sets. We also calculated presence or absence of a 10% reduction in reduced forced vital capacity (FVCl) at 12 months for each subject. We used logistic regression analysis for mortality at 12 months by using glm function in R.
Survival analysis
Models based upon right-censored Cox proportional hazards were used for this purpose. CT imaging was used to measure time to death event or censoring. Sex, smoking status (ever vs. never) and age at CT imaging events were used for the correction of these models. The coxph function [25] was used for our analysis. As mentioned above, we plotted -log 10 p values of the forecaster for the 2 cohort sets. Refinement in the C-index was calculated with respect to addition of powerful PVS measure to a confounders' adjusted model.
Power analysis
The effect of dCT PVS as an enhancement parameter was explored by conducting a power analysis through estimation of probable sample size omissions in the clinical trials by keeping 90% power and threshold of 0.05 (p-value) in a 2-sample t test. We kept the control group on antifibrotic medication, having an average reduction by 110 mL/year in FVCl during the CFA drug trial. We investigated 3 drug effects -30%, 45%, and 60% effect -and it led to average annual reduction in respective FVCl as 77 mL, 60.5 mL, and 44 mL. We calculated the standard deviation in the cohort with DLco ³35% so that we could derive the effect size (Cohen's d). We found a median absolute deviation of 229.82 when using a stable estimator. In the devalued design, the effect sizes (d) were 0.15, 0.23, and 0.29, respectively, while in the valued design, we found 3.9, 4.8, and 5.4 as dCT PVS thresholds retaining 75%, 55%, and 35% of subjects (with DLco ³35%), respectively. We also found 230. 3, 199.8, 197 .3, respectively, as the standard deviation of annual reduction in FVCl. There values are clear indication of the effect of potency of each drug on corresponding effect and sample sizes.
Results
Baseline data
We have evaluated the capability of our dCT to aid cohort enhancement in a drug trial protocol. For this purpose, we analyzed the patients having percent-forecasted DLco range of 35%-85% in the discovery (n=180) and validation (n=206) cohorts. In addition to this primary analysis, we also performed 2 secondary analyses. In order to study the role of medication on CT in foretelling FVCl survival and reduction, we merged both the cohorts and then examined the patients with a DLco ³35% in 2 ways: ones who had not received antifibrotic medication (n=213) and those who were received antifibrotics (n=165). This was the first case of the secondary analyses. In the second case, we evaluated the outcome of dCT devices in forecasting the various study measures in patients with critical condition of disease by examining the patients with a DLco <35% forecasted in both cohorts (n=91 for both sets). We found higher mean DLco for the patients with a DLco ³35% forecasted in the validation cohort than those in other cohorts (Table 1) .
Reduction in FVCl values
The strongest forecasters for reduction in FVCl values were dCT fibrosing extent and upper-area PVS, i.e., dCT variables in both the entire discovery (n=197) and validation (n=213) cohort sets ( Figure 1A) . However, when our analyses were limited to DLco ³35%, forecasters such as upper-and mid-area PVS subdivisions were found to be the best ones in the forecasting of reduction in FVCl values in both the discovery (n=142) and validation (n=173) cohorts ( Figure 1B ).
Survival analyses
The strongest forecasters of survival were CPI, total PVS, UA PVS, and DLco scores in complete examination in both the discovery (n=269) and validation (n=292) cohort sets (detailed data not shown). However, when our analyses were limited toDLco ³35% forecasters such as total and upper-area PVS subdivisions, CPI, and DLco scores, and large PVS (>20 mm 2 ) in the mid-and upper-areas were found to be the most powerful ones in the forecasting of 1-year mortality in patients who had fulfilled the drug trial entry criteria (n=388) (detailed data not shown).
Mortality in one year
The strongest forecasters for mortality in one year were total PVS and upper-and mid-area PVS subdivisions, i.e., dCT variables in both the entire discovery (n=244) and validation (n=258) cohort sets (detailed data not shown). However, when our analyses were limited to DLco ³35% forecasters such as upper-area PVS subdivisions and visual traction bronchiectasis extent and severity were found to be the most powerful ones in the forecasting of 1-year mortality in both the discovery (n=161) and validation (n=181) cohorts (detailed data not shown).
Antifibrotic medication sub-analyses (never vs. ever)
The strongest forecasters of sub-analyses in patients who were had not received antifibrotic medication (DLco ³35% forecasted) were UA PVS scores in both the discovery (n=139) and validation (n=74) cohort sets (detailed data not shown). However, in patients who received with antifibrotic medication (DLco ³35% forecasted), the strongest forecasters were upper-and mid-area PVS variables in the discovery (n=35) and validation (n=130) cohorts (detailed data not shown).
C-Index analyses
We compared the respective strengths of adjusted models that had forecasted the 1-year mortality with the help of the C-index for models containing dCT PVS subdivision scores, functional indices, and visual CT variables. We also adjusted these models for patient age, gender, and smoking status. In patients with a DLco ³35% forecasted who had not received antifibrotics (n=185), the algorithm was rebuilt. On the other hand, when we examined the models individually in the merged 2 cohorts, we found that the models in dCT PVS subdivisions were far better than the models containing functional indices in forecasting 1-year mortality (Table 2 ). In the same table, we also found that the models in dCT PVS subdivisions have higher C-index values than models containing CPI, FVC, and DLco in the merged cohort, when C-index was used to compare the adjusted Cox mortality models. We also observed increase in the model C-index due to addition of a mid-or upper-area PVS subdivision score to the model having functional index (Table 3) .
Subjects with severe disease
The strongest forecasters for survival were CPI and DLco in the subjects having severe disease (DLco <35% forecasted; n=173) (detailed data not shown). However, there was no strong forecasting of reduction in FVCl or 1-year mortality in all these cases (DLco <35% forecasted). The same result was observed in the subjects who received antifibrotic medication and were subanalyzed (n=30) (detailed data not shown). However, lowerarea PVS subdivision forecasted reduction in FVCl in subjects (DLco <35% forecasted) who never received antifibrotics and were sub-analyzed (n=142). We also found a strong relationship between upper-area PVS subdivisions with 1-year mortality and survival in these cases (detailed data not shown).
Cohort adornment using dCT PVS variables
The goal of our study was to analyze the effect of dCT imaging in cohort enhancement of CFA drug trials. To achieve this, we calculated the possible savings to a CFA drug trial resulting from cohort enhancement of all the subjects, using various dCT total PVS variables (Table 4) . Therefore, we modelled 3 possible effect sizes on reduction in FVCl (30%, 45%, and 60% reduction in FVCl) using CFA patients with a DLco ≥35% forecasted. We analysed at cohort enhancement using 3 dCT PVS variables corresponding to 75% (dCT PVS=4.1% of the lung), 55% (dCT PVS=4.9% of the lung), and 35% (dCT PVS=5.6% of the lung) of the original CFA subjects at each drug effect size. If we restrict a clinical trial cohort to CFA patients having dCT PVS variable of 4.9% of the lung (or even higher), we can easily reduce the sample size by 28% to identify the same drug treatment (Table 4) . Additionally, in this case, we also found that half of all CFA subjects were included. We found a model C-index for the dCT PVS variable of 4.9% in the discovery cohort of patients with a DLco ³35% forecasted and not on antifibrotics (n=139) was 0.70 for survival and 0.76 for 1-year mortality. We further examined the effect of medication in all the subjects with a DLco ³35% forecasted with a PVS >4.9% (n=195) so that we can exclude the possibility of dCT PVS variable of 4.9% as identification of non-medicated patients. We observed increased life expectancy in this subpopulation due to use of antifibrotic medication (detailed data not shown). ) test in the discovery (x-axis) and validation (y-axis) cohorts. Graphs (A, B) represent all subjects and patients with a DLco ³35% forecasted. DLco -diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; CPI -composite physiologic index; UA -upper-area; PVS -pulmonary vessel-related structure.
Discussion
In this study we have demonstrated that dCT variables such as dCT PVS can 2 separate disease end-points: discovery and validation cohorts with CFA. The first end-point is survival and the second end-point is FVCl in one year; therefore, we found an augmented effect size in CFA subjects with less severity of disease. Additionally, we have also demonstrated that PVS scores can be used in cohort enhancement of CFA subjects. We found reduction in CFA drug trial sample size by 28% when the patients Table 2 . C-indices values for adjusted models containing dCT, functional and visual CT variables.
In all study patients with a DLco ³35% not receiving antifibrotic medication. All models were adjusted for patient age, gender, smoking status (never vs. ever) and CT reconstruction algorithm. GAP -gender, age and physiology (score and index); CPI -composite physiologic index; FVC -forced vital capacity; DLco -diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; UA -upper-area; MA -middle-area; LA -lower-area; PVS -pulmonary vessel-related structure, * in one year; 1 were selected using dCT PVS variable of over 4.9%. These patients also have an enhanced life expectancy and decreased rate of FVCl when taking antifibrotic medicated in comparison to the condition when they were not receiving antifibrotics.
Radiologists have used existing computer algorithms to analyze CT imaging in CFA by designating and evaluating the CT parenchymal pattern library and then acknowledged visually [26] . Besides, the association of PVS with prognostication has been explored properly; hence, our work will lead to its proper quantification. We know that PVS measures the quantification of pulmonary arteries and veins, but without avoiding the measure related, to study the connection between tubular structures of adjoining regions of fibrosis. Therefore, our dCT PVS-based quantification protocol is the first representation of its kind that has no imminent measurement variation, and hence eventually strongly forecasts the mortality in CFA. In the future, with the evolution and progress in different new computer devices and machine learning processes, we expect growth in and dependency on our protocol.
However, CPI and DLco functional tests were found to the best forecasters of survival in CFA patients with critical condition of disease (DLco <35% forecasted). Thus, we can forecast a major basis of mortality in patients with critical condition of disease, even without measuring the comprehensive right heart catheter, and hence pulmonary hypertension will remain speculative. One shortcoming of this result is that it will decrease the ability to treat patients with mild disease. Our results are the first evidence of usage of traction bronchiectasis as a forecaster of mortality through quantifying FVCl. Furthermore, the capability of the visual traction bronchiectasis score in forecasting of FVCl may lead radiologists to use automation of traction bronchiectasis measurement, and that will, eventually, be the future of CFA analyses. Upper-area PVS were found to be the best forecaster of mortality in most analyses, while lower-area PVS lacked strong signals; therefore, PVS provides selective evaluation in discrete lung subunits.
We were also being successful in reducing the cost of modern drug trials in CFA by using dCT as a cohort enhancement device. Additionally, the use of dCT PVS scores may allow particular selection of CFA patients, which will finally lead to more rapid FVCl through savings in follow-up and trial size and hence presents itself as cost-effective protocol. Table 3 . Change in C-index values for adjusted models with the addition of dCT pulmonary vessel-related structure subdivisions.
In all study patients with a DLco ³35% not receiving antifibrotic medication (n=213). All models were adjusted for patient age, gender, smoking status (never vs. ever) and CT reconstruction algorithm. GAP -gender, age and physiology (score and index); CPI -composite physiologic index; FVC -forced vital capacity; DLco -diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide; UA -upper-area; MA -middle-area; LA -lower-area; PVS -pulmonary vesselrelated structure; * in one year; 1 of our protocol is that, due to other computed analysis, it requires non-contrast volumetric imaging through use of appropriate algorithms. In our dCT scan, we used edge-enhancing algorithms in most of the CT scans and that will be responsible for the misclassification of ground-glass opacities, honeycombing, or even reticulation. In order to avoid this, we have avoided use of the Siemens B80 algorithm, which is the most severely edgeenhanced one. There is another limitation in our study, as dCT PVS measures predominantly include cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis, but in patients with extensive fibrosis, it also includes reticular densities and peribronchial fibrosis. Hence, exact quantification of the contribution of associated perivascular fibrosis in overall variable strength may not be possible by using our protocol. However, the robustness of our measure is quite good in the upper-area of the lung, and PVS scores strongly forecasted the survival, even where the fibrosing extent is least in CFA, and hence established its utility across independent patient populations. Our study has another advantage over other possible drug trial setting due to a longer follow-up period.
Use of our dCT protocol needs several preparatory steps such as a high-quality CT scan, and severe edge-enhancing algorithms should be specifically avoided; therefore, a desired scanner algorithm must be used to rebuild the CT. Besides, to decrease the image noise and to ensure optimal parenchymal characterisation, CT data must be pre-processed prior to computer analysis. Another important factor with dCT is that an entire CT test in it takes no more than 60 seconds without compromising with quality control of segmentation accuracy. We also expect that our dCT PVS protocol will be used in multicenter studies, as it can forecast mortality across CT algorithms, even in the validation cohort.
Conclusions
Our dCT protocol of CFA accurately forecasts the survival and mortality with FVCl in subjects with mild disease through quantification of PVS. Additionally, dCT PVS scores can select particular CFA subjects who cannot skip their mortality in drug trials or respond to antifibrotic medication. Therefore, our protocol-generated dCT PVS scores may play an important role in the reduction of restrictive costs of current CFA trials by drug trial cohort enhancement.
